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Abstract Lightweight fault localization (LFL), which outputs a list of suspicious program entities in descending order based on their likelihood to be a root fault, is a popular method used by programmers to assist them
in debugging. However, owing to the nature of program structures, it is impossible for LFL to always rank
the root faulty program entity at the top of a ranking list. Recently, Xia et al. noted in their study that
programmers inspect the first top-K -ranked program entities outputted by an LFL tool in sequence. Therefore,
it is of practical significance to further improve the absolute rank of those buggy programs by using LFL if the
root fault is ranked higher. To solve this issue, we propose a new LFL combined with a fault context to improve
the fault absolute rank. We conduct experiments in which we apply our proposed approach to seven Siemens
benchmark programs. The results show that by combining the suspiciousness scores of program entities with
their fault-context suspiciousness scores that are based on an LFL called Dstar, our approach can improve the
fault absolute rank with an effectiveness rate of 35.7% for 129 faulty versions from the seven benchmark programs. It should be noted that our approach can obtain an average improvement of 65.18% for those improved
programs to which LFL can be effectively applied, and that there were improvements to seven top-ranked root
faults of buggy programs.
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1

Introduction

The use of lightweight fault localization (LFL) techniques, which use instrumentation devices that have
a low computational overhead and good scalability (as they can still produce good results in large code
bases [1]), has been shown to be a very practical and efficient fault localization strategy. The main idea
behind LFL is as follows: program entities (such as methods, statement blocks, statements, or predicates)
that are primarily executed by failed test cases are more likely to be root faults than program entities that
are primarily executed by successful test cases. Therefore, these techniques output a suspicious program
entity list, in which program entities are ranked based on their suspiciousness scores, and the list is given
to programmers to aid them in identifying the root fault of program failures.
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Empirical studies (e.g., [2–5]) show that LFL approaches can be effective in helping programmers
locate bugs. However, to determine whether those LFL techniques actually help programmers, Parnin
and Orso [6] performed a pioneer user study and noted that many developers do not consider LFL tools
to be useful if the root cause is not listed early in the suspicious program entities rank list. Recently,
some studies revisited the usefulness of LFL by conducting empirical or survey research [7–10]. Whether
they regarded LFL with optimism or pessimism, they all highlighted the fact that researchers should
continue to innovate and design more accurate fault-localization tools to ensure that root faults appear
in higher positions in rank lists. Therefore, in order to apply LFL in practice, it is important to know
how to further improve a root fault’s absolute rank.
Although past studies have shown that LFLs are sufficiently effective for a large number of cases, LFL
techniques are not sufficiently effective for many other cases. In such cases, the root fault is often ranked
low in the fault rank list [11]. It is generally known that LFL techniques compute the statistical difference
between failed and passed spectra to generate a program entity’s suspiciousness score. Intuitively, those
cases in which the root fault is ranked low in the rank list are not suitable for LFL; conversely, we could
further improve the absolute rank if a root fault is ranked higher in the rank list. Therefore, we mainly
focus on further improving the absolute rank for those buggy programs if the application of an LFL
technique to the buggy programs is effective.
Therefore, the key research question of this paper is as follows: How can we further improve the
absolute rank using LFL techniques for buggy programs if the application of an LFL technique to the
buggy programs is effective?
As is well known, LFL techniques focus on computing the suspiciousness score for individual program
entities, but they ignore the fault context of those program entities. We model the fault context’s
suspiciousness using a lightweight statistical technique, and combine the program entity’s suspiciousness
with its fault-context suspiciousness to balance the suspiciousness score among program entities, which
can further improve the absolute rank. In this paper, we propose a novel LFL approach based on two
suspiciousness ranks: the suspiciousness of a program entity and the suspiciousness of a program entity’s
fault context. Informally, the fault context of a program entity consists of other suspicious program
entities that were covered in the same failed execution except the program entity. Intuitively, the higher
the suspiciousness of a program entity, the lower the suspiciousness of its fault context and the higher
will be the ranking of this program entity.
The main contribution of our research is twofold: (i) to the best of our knowledge, the work is the
first to further improve the fault absolute rank based on LFL techniques; (ii) we verified our approach by
experimenting on seven Siemens programs from the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [12],
and we compared the results with those obtained for four other LFL techniques, namely, Tarantula [5],
Jaccard [4], Ochiai [4], and Dstar [13]. The empirical results show the potential of our proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the LFL technique and our
motivation. In Section 3, we present our technique, while in Section 4, we present our empirical research.
We discuss the results in Section 5, and in Section 6, we conclude the paper and present future work.

2

Background and motivation

In this section, we summarize the relevant background regarding LFL techniques, and discuss our motivation for combining the suspiciousness ranks of program entities with their fault-context suspiciousness
rankings to further improve the absolute rank.
2.1

Lightweight fault localization

LFL techniques are statistical fault-localization techniques that calculate the likelihood of a program
entity being the root cause of program failure for each program entity in buggy programs [2]. They
exploit the program spectrum, which includes coverage information regarding which component is covered
in each execution, from failed and successful software executions. Collecting program spectra using an
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Lightweight fault localization

Name

Metric
n11 (s)
n01 (s) + n10 (s) + n11 (s)

Jaccard
Tarantula

(n10 (s) + n00 (s)) × n11 (s)
(n01 (s) + n11 (s)) × n10 (s) + (n10 (s) + n00 (s)) × n11 (s)

Ochiai

n11 (s)
p
(n01 (s) + n11 (s)) × (n11 (s) + n10 (s))

Dstar

(n11 (s))∗
n01 (s) + n10 (s)

(a,b)
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Figure 1

(Color online) A buggy program and its program spectrum.

instrumented program version is a lightweight analysis method, and a program spectrum provides a
dynamic view of the behavior of the system under test [14]. Because LFL techniques only register
whether or not a program entity is covered during a certain run, binary flags (“0”/“1”) can be used for
each program entity, the program spectra of which are also called hit spectra [14].
The program spectra between successful and failed runs are given to calculate the suspiciousness score
for each entity. All program entities are then ranked in descending order based on their suspiciousness
score to aid programmers in performing a manual check.
The key for LFL is the similarity metric used to compute the suspiciousness. There are several similarity
metrics [15]. Table 1 shows the similarity metric of four well-known LFL approaches: Jaccard, Tarantula,
Ochiai, and Dstar. Given the program spectrum and the result vector, which represent the result of each
execution, we calculate n00 , n01 , n10 , and n11 . For each program entity s, where n00 (s) is the number
of successful executions in which program entity s is not covered, n01 (s) is the number of failed program
executions in which entity s is not covered, n10 (s) is the number of successful executions in which program
entity s is covered, and n11 (s) is the number of failed executions in which program entity s is covered.
The suspiciousness metrics of the above mentioned LFL techniques are defined in Table 1.
2.2

Motivation example

In this section, we use the example shown in Figure 1 to illustrate our ideas. The example program
contains a bug in block 2, which calculates the sum of two integers. The correct statement should be
result= a + b. However, we accidentally write the correct statement as result= a − b. There exists a set
of 12 test cases, of which 4 test cases (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ) fail and 8 test cases (t5 , t6 , t7 , t8 , t9 , t10 , t11 , t12 ) are
executed successfully. Block-hit spectra are shown in the columns, where a “1” indicates that the basic
block is covered at least once and a “0” indicates that the basic block is not covered by the execution;
the success/fail status is shown in the bottom row. Those columns representing the failed test cases are
highlighted. The Dstar LFL tool is used to compute the suspiciousness score of a basic block b. Each
basic block b is assigned a normalized suspiciousness score between 0 and 1 to represent the likelihood
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(Color online) Control flow graph and failed execution traces.

that b is the root fault. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 1, b4 has the highest score (0.33)
among the seven basic blocks, which is higher than that of the root fault b2 .
As mentioned in the above section, an LFL technique such as Dstar only focuses on computing the
suspiciousness for each program entity independently according to some criteria that measure the correlation, which can be viewed as the suspiciousness score, between a program entity and failures, after
which it then ranks them. Based on the fault/failure model, faulty program entities are triggered in an
execution, and the infected states are propagated, causing failure. Therefore, whether or not a failure is
observed is dependent on the fault that is triggered and its context. For example, b2 was triggered in all
test cases except t5 ; however, we only observe failure in t1 , t2 , t3 , and t4 because of its different contexts
in different executions. Hence, to further improve the absolute rank, we should model the suspiciousness
of both the program entity and its fault context.
Generally, even if we know the fault location in a program, it is extremely difficult to determine the
corresponding fault context in which a failure(s) could be triggered. As a matter of fact, we cannot know
the location of a fault in practical complex programs. Considering that program entities interact with
each other through complex control and data dependency, extracting a basic block’s fault context should
involve the use of heavyweight fault-localization techniques. Considering the cost of heavyweight fault
localization, we only use hit spectra to model the suspiciousness of the fault context in our LFL technique.
To simplify our LFL, we informally define a program entity’s fault context as a set of entities consisting
of other suspicious program entities that were covered in the same failed execution. In this example, we
can ignore basic block b7 to compute all fault contexts because its suspiciousness score is zero.
The control flow graph and failed execution traces for the buggy program are shown in Figure 2, where
b2 is in the failed execution trace executed by the failed test case t1 , its fault context in this execution
is {b1 , b3 }, and the suspiciousness score of its fault context is defined as the sum of the suspiciousness
scores of b1 and b3 . Similarly, for the program executed in t2 , t3 , and t4 , its fault context is {b1 , b4 , b5 },
{b1 , b4 , b6 }, and {b1 , b4 , b6 }, respectively, and the suspiciousness score of its fault context can be defined
as the sum of the suspiciousness scores of all basic blocks in the program entity’s fault context. For basic
block b2 , there exist four suspiciousness scores of its fault context. Intuitively, because a program entity
ranking increases as the suspiciousness score of its fault context increases, we should choose the minimum
suspiciousness of the four suspiciousness scores as the fault-context suspiciousness score of b2 .
In the example, b4 is ranked higher than root fault b2 based on the suspiciousness score of the program
entity. From the execution traces shown in Figure 2, we find that b4 was influenced by b2 and that its
fault context includes b2 . Conversely, b2 can trigger a failure based on a fault context that does not
contain b4 . Thus, we can use the fault-context suspiciousness rank list to balance the suspiciousness
scores between b2 and b4 . The suspiciousness score of the fault context of b2 can be calculated as follows:
ρc (b2 ) = min(ρb (b1 ) + ρb (b4 ) +ρb (b5 ), ρb (b1 ) + ρb (b3 ), ρb (b1 ) + ρb (b4 ) + ρb (b6 )) = min(0.58, 0.23, 0.70) =
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Suspiciousness of BBs and their contexts

Dstar

Fault context

FCLFL-Dstar

ρb

rb

ρc

rc

rb + rc

b1

0.22

3

0.26

2

5

Rank
2

b2

0.25

2

0.23

1

3

1

b3

0.01

6

0.47

3

9

4

b4

0.33

1

0.50

4

5

2

b5

0.03

5

0.80

5

10

6

b6

0.15

4

0.80

5

9

4

b7

0.00

–

–

–

–

–

0.23. In this formula, ρc (b2 ) is the fault-context suspiciousness score of b2 , and ρb (b4 ) is the suspiciousness
score of b4 . Similarly, the suspiciousness score of the fault context of b4 can be calculated as ρc (b4 ) =
min(ρb (b1 ) + ρb (b2 ) + ρb (b5 ), ρb (b1 ) + ρb (b2 ) + ρb (b6 )) =min(0.50, 0.62) = 0.50.
The suspiciousness score of the fault context of b2 is clearly lower than that of b4 . In other words,
according to the suspiciousness score of its fault context, b4 may be influenced by others, thus obtaining a higher program-entity suspiciousness score. For the example, the information related to its fault
localization is listed in Table 2.

3
3.1

Our approach
Problem settings

Let P = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cm } be a buggy program, where ci is a program component contained by P . Let
Γ = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } be a test suite, Γ be divided into two parts Γp and Γf , Γp be a test suite associated
with successful executions, and Γf be a test suite that can trigger program failures. In our motivation
example, for instance, Γf = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 } and Γp = {t5 , t6 , t7 , t8 , t9 , t10 , t11 , t12 }. Similar to existing LFL
works, our approach first collects the program spectra, after which it then assesses the suspiciousness
scores of program entities and their fault contexts. Finally, it generates a ranked program component list
for P in descending order based on the two suspiciousness ranks.
3.2

Framework

Our LFL algorithm combined with Fault Context, called FCLFL, is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The
approach has three major steps. (1) Suspiciousness measurement for program entities. In this step,
we first generate coverage matrix A, using execution traces collected by the executing test suite, and
result vector e, which represents the information regarding successful or failed executions. We then use
the suspiciousness metric to calculate the suspiciousness score for every program entity (lines 1–14).
(2) Suspiciousness measurement for fault contexts. In this step, we first normalize the suspiciousness
scores of program entities. Then, we obtain the fault context for each program entity and calculate its
suspiciousness (lines 15–23). (3) Fault rank list generation. In this step, we combine the two abovementioned suspiciousness scores to generate a new fault rank list (lines 24–26). Next, we discuss the
three main steps.
3.3

Suspiciousness measurement for program entities

In this step, we first run an instrumented version of program P with a test suite Γ, and gather a collection
of the execution traces. Then, these execution traces are converted to form a program hit-spectrum, which
is represented as coverage matrix A at the block level. Result vector e is then collected using the test
oracle.
We calculate n00 , n01 , n10 , and n11 for each program entity j based on A and e, where n00 (j), n01 (j),
n10 (j), and n11 (j) are defined as in the above section. Based on those values, the suspiciousness score
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Algorithm 1 FCLFL algorithm
Input: Program P , test suite Γ, and suspiciousness metric ρb ;
Output: fault rank list Ω;
1: //step 1: suspiciousness measurement for program entities;
2: (A, e) ← Run program (P, Γ);
3: N ← |Γ|;
4: M ← getNumberofComponents(P );
5: Ω ← ∅;
6: for i = 0 to M do
7:
{n00 (j) , n01 (j) , n10 (j) , n11 (j)} ← 0;
8: end for
9: for i = 0 to M do
10:
set values (n00 (j) , n01 (j) , n10 (j) , n11 (j));
11: end for
12: for i = 0 to M do
13:
S[i] ← ρb (n00 (j) , n01 (j) , n10 (j) , n11 (j));
14: end for
15: //step 2: suspiciousness measurement for fault contexts;
P
16: // normalize S to make
si = 1;
17: normalize(S);
18: for j = 0 to M do
19:
// get fault context of program entities j;
20:
fc j = get fault context (A, e, j);
21:
//calculate suspiciousness score for each program entity’s fault context;
22:
S fc [j] = ρc (fc j, S);
23: end for
24: //step 3: fault rank list generation;
25: Ω ← sort (S, S fc);
26: return Ω.

(ρb (j)) for program entity j is calculated given a specific metric, and (ρb (j)) can be viewed as p(j is a
P
fault) if we normalize those suspiciousness scores to make
ρb (j) = 1.
Let ρb be defined such that the higher the ρb that a program entity j has, the more likely will j trigger
failures. In the field of fault localization, there are several suspiciousness metrics that could be used to
compute ρb . We choose Dstar as our benchmark to calculate the suspiciousness of program entities. Dstar
was proposed by Wong et al., where the possibility of a program entity being at fault is (i) proportional
to the number of failed tests that executed it, (ii) inversely proportional to the number of successful tests
that executed it, and (iii) inversely proportional to the number of failed tests that did not execute it.
More importantly, (i) is the soundest intuition and should have a higher weight than that of (ii) and (iii).
Dstar is defined as shown in (1):
(n11 (j))∗
ρDstar
(j) =
.
(1)
b
n01 (j) + n10 (j)
In (1), ∗ is a power of n11 (j) whose value is equal to or greater than 1. In [13], the experimental results
showed that Dstar outperformed all of the other LFL techniques with which it was compared. They
examined the relationship between the effectiveness of Dstar and the value of ∗, and they found that the
effectiveness increases as the value of ∗ increases, before leveling off after ∗ reaches a critical point. We
set ∗ equal to 2 in our experimental study.
3.4

Suspiciousness measurement for fault contexts

We now give a formal definition of a program entity’s fault context. Let eci = {e1 , . . . , ej , . . . , ek } be
the covered set of program entities for a failed execution i. According to the definition of a program
spectrum, program entities e1 , . . . , ej , . . . , ek in the failed execution ti are executed more than once. The
fault context of ej is a set of all program suspicious entities, except for ej , that appear in the failed
execution. For a failed execution, the fault context of ej and its suspiciousness score are as shown in (2)
and (3), respectively:
fcontextc (ej , ti ) = eci /ej ,
(2)
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ρc (ej , ti ) = Σρb (eci (k)).

(3)

In particular, the suspicious entities of a program can be specified by programmers. Let us suppose
that a program entity is a suspicious entity if the program entity is ranked in the top three based on the
Dstar tool. For our motivation example, b4 , b2 , b1 are regarded as suspicious program entities; thus, we
ignore b3 , b5 , b6 , b7 when computing the fault context. In this case, fcontextc (b2 , t2 ) = {b1 , b2 , b4 }/b2 =
{b1 , b4 }.
If there is more than one fault context for ej in Γf , we are interested in the minimum value among
fault contexts for ej . Hence, the fault context of ej is defined as shown in (4), and the suspiciousness of
the fault context of ej in those failed runs can be calculated, as shown in (5):
fcontextc (ej ) = {eci /e|i ∈ set of failed executions},

(4)

ρc (ej ) = min(ρb (ej , ti )|i ∈ set of failed executions).

(5)

Taking the motivation example as an illustration, suppose that the top-all program entities in the
rank are suspicious based on the Dstar tool; there are three different fault contexts for b2 (because
there exist two identical fault contexts in running t3 and t4 ). Then, considering b2 as the root cause
of failures, different suspiciousness values for b2 are probably influenced by b2 . Therefore, we choose
the minimum suspiciousness value as the suspiciousness of the fault context for b2 , which could be used
for comparison with the suspiciousness of the fault context of other program entities because the fault
context is minimally impacted by b2 . Conversely, considering that b4 is not the root cause of failures,
there exist two different fault contexts for b4 (similarly, we retain one of the two identical fault contexts
to run t3 and t4 ). We choose the minimum value among the two suspiciousness scores of the fault context
for b4 . Because of the effect of the root cause of failures, the fault contexts for b4 all contain the root
cause b2 . Note that our goal is to improve the absolute rank for those buggy programs for which the use
of LFL could be effective. Therefore, the root cause of failures (b2 ) should have a higher rank. Thus, the
suspiciousness value of the fault context of b4 should have a larger rank of suspiciousness scores of the
fault context.
To measure the suspiciousness of a fault context, we first normalize the suspiciousness score for each
P
suspicious program entity, which requires that we make
ρb (j) = 1. We then generate fault contexts
for each program entity in each failed execution. Finally, according to the definition of suspiciousness of
a fault context, the suspiciousness score of the fault context for each program entity is computed.
3.5

Fault rank list generation

After steps 1 and 2 in running FCLFL algorithm, we get the suspiciousness scores for program entities
and their fault contexts. Two fault rank lists can be generated according to the two suspiciousness scores.
In this step, we further synthesize a new fault rank list. Intuitively, if a program entity s is the root
fault, then the suspiciousness score of its fault context can potentially be lower. On the other hand, if
the suspiciousness score of the fault context of program entity s is higher, the suspiciousness score of s
will be lower. In other words, it is impossible for s to be the root fault. Therefore, we can balance the
suspiciousness between s and its fault context. The higher the value of ρb (s), the lower the value of ρc (s)
and the higher will be the program entity rank in the new fault rank list.
To generate a new fault rank list, we first generate the two fault rank lists for a buggy program, rb and
rc , where rb is in non-ascending order of ρb and rc is in non-descending order of ρc . The new fault rank
list r is generated by combining the two rank lists as follows. Let bi and bj be two suspicious program
entities. Assuming that bi has ranks rbi and rci , and bj has ranks rbj and rcj , in the new fault rank list r,
bi is ranked higher than bj if and only if rbi + rci 6 rbj + rcj .
3.6

Space and time complexity

Our FCLFL approach uses only the program spectra and result error vector to calculate a program entity’s
suspiciousness and a fault context’s suspiciousness. The time and space complexity of our approach is
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Subjects used for empirical studies
#Fault version

#Test cases

K

Description

print tokens

478

122

5

4130

10

Lexical analyzer

print tokens2

399

135

10

4115

10

Lexical analyzer

replace

512

153

32

5542

10

Pattern matcher

schedule

292

73

9

2650

8

Priority scheduler

schedule2

301

77

9

2710

8

Priority scheduler

tcas

141

23

41

1608

3

Aircraft control

tot inf

440

74

23

1052

8

Info measure

similarly analyzed, as for other LFL techniques: With the same problem settings (|Γf | is the number of
failed runs, |Γ| is the total number of runs, and M is the number of program entities), the space complexity
is mainly dependent on the space needed to store the program spectra and result error, namely, O(|Γ|×M )
and O(|Γ|). The time complexity is determined based on the time needed to calculate a program entity’s
suspiciousness score and a fault context’s suspiciousness score, namely, O(|Γ| × M ) and O(|Γ| × M × |Γf |).

4

Empirical study

We built a prototype tool called FCLFL to implement our approach. We used this tool to conduct an
empirical study on seven benchmarks, which were obtained from the subject infrastructure repository
(SIR) [12]. We present an empirical evaluation that analyzes the impact of FCLFL on different factors,
and which compares our approach with four LFL methods. In particular, we seek answers to the following
four research questions:
RQ1. Is FCLFL effective to further improve the fault absolute rank?
RQ2. How does choosing different scales of the fault context impact FCLFL?
RQ3. How does choosing different suspiciousness measurements impact FCLFL?
RQ4. Does FCLFL complement existing LFL approaches?
4.1

Experimental design

4.1.1 Subject programs
We used seven C programs, which include tcas, print tokens, replace, schedule, schedule2, print tokens2,
and tot inf as the subject programs. To determine whether a test case succeeds or fails, we created a
fault-free version of each program in accordance with the program fault descriptions. The properties of
each subject are shown in Table 3. The 2nd and 3rd columns show the number of lines of uncommented
statements (LOC) and the basic blocks in these programs, respectively. The 4th column shows the
number of faulty versions. The 5th column shows the number of test cases for each program version. The
last column presents a description of each subject program. Each subject program contains one or more
fault(s).
The Siemens suites have been widely used in many fault localization studies. There exist 132 versions
in the suites, and there exist 10 versions that are seeded with bugs in variable declarations as follows:
versions 13, 14, 15, 36, 38 for tcas; version 12 for replace; versions 6, 10, 19, 21 for tot info. Because
instrumentation cannot reach these declarations, we denote the directly infected block or an adjacent
executable block as the fault location in order to reflect the effectiveness of a technique. We ignored
print tokens versions 4 and 6 because they are identical to the bug-free version. We excluded schedule2
version 9, as running all test cases only produces correct executions, namely, they have no failed test case.
In total, the subjects of our experiment include 129 program versions of the Siemens suite from SIR [12].
4.1.2 Improvement metric
Effectiveness metrics are always required to obtain accurate and objective comparisons. There are mainly
two metrics for measuring the fault-localization quality in a field.
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• PDG-based metric. Let us suppose that a programmer locates bugs originating from suspicious
program entities and performs a breadth-first search until he reaches one of the faults in the programdependent graph (PDG). The metric is defined as T score based on a static PDG. This metric was
originally proposed by Renieris and Reiss [16], and was later adopted by many researchers [17, 18]. The
T score can be defined as shown in (6):
T =

|Vexamined|
× 100%,
|V |

(6)

where |V | is the size of the PDG G and |Vexamined | is the size of the program entity set covered by the
breadth-first search in G used to reach one of the defect-inducing bugs.
• Ranking-based metric. Tarantula, Jaccard, and Dstar et al. assumed that a programmer examines
the program entities from the top of a ranking one-by-one until a fault is reached. The T score is calculated
directly from the ranking [19]. The ranking-based metric is defined as the percentage of program entities
examined, as shown in (7):
T =

|Eexamined |
× 100%,
|E|

(7)

where |E| is the size of the ranking and |Eexamined| is defined as the number of examined program entities.
The T score can also be defined as 1 − T . Based on this ranking-based metric, a metric value of 1 means
that the faulty program entity is the first program entity in the ranked list and that there is an ideal
situation.
We used the two standard effectiveness metrics for LFL mentioned above to normalize the rank of faulty
program entities with respect to the size of the program. For instance, the root cause for a program A
with 1200 blocks with a rank of 52, when expressed as a percentage, suggests that only 4.33% of the
BBs will be checked. At first sight, this results may be considered fairly positive. However, in practice,
this result may not help programmers in debugging [6, 8, 11]. Our goal is to improve the absolute rank;
therefore, the above two metrics cannot be used directly to evaluate our approach. To measure the
effectiveness of our approach, we focus on improving the absolute rank of suspicious program entities
among the top-K -ranked program entities. Let B be the absolute rank of a root cause generated by an
LFL tool for a buggy version, and A be the absolute rank of the root cause generated by our proposed
approach for the same version; the improvement metric comparing the LFL with our approach can be
simply defined, as shown in (8):
ImprovementLFL
FCLFL (A, B) =

B−A
× 100%.
B

(8)

In the metric, we assign the absolute rank’s index starting from 0. Hence, we assume that the result of
our approach is improved by 100% ( K−0
K × 100% = 100%) compared with that of an LFL if our approach
ranks the root cause at the top of the ranking list. For example, if an LFL ranks the root cause in the top
20 for a buggy program, and our approach ranks it in the top 17, we can deduce that our improvement
is 19−16
× 100% = 15.8%.
19
4.2

Results

4.2.1 RQ1: Is FCLFL effective to further improve fault absolute rank?
The goal of this research question is to determine whether our approach is effective. We call the new
method FCLFL-Dstar. To do this, we run Dstar and FCLFL-Dstar on the 129 fault versions.
We used Dstar as the reference, and we used the improvement metric as mentioned above to estimate
the improvement caused by our approach. Figure 3 shows the results of the study. From the 129 fault
versions, our approach shows improvements over the Dstar metric for 46 versions and performs the same
as the Dstar metric for 83 versions, which indicates an effectiveness rate of 35.7%. The results show that
no fault versions perform worse than the Dstar metric. Therefore, the fault-context approach is effective
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(Color online) Comparison of FCLFL-Dstar with Dstar.

Table 4

Improvement for different fault-context scales

Scale

(No. top K/top 1)Dstar

Improvement number

Effective rate

Average improvement

K

53/12

11

26.8%

61.6%

2K

55/12

17

39.5%

64.0%

Top-all

129/12

20

–

63.5%

and can be used in practice. For those 46 versions, the average improvement is 65.18%, and it should be
noted that in the fault-ranking report, the root causes of failures for seven buggy programs were ranked
at the top.
Specifically, we investigated the effectiveness of our proposed approach when applied to multibug
programs. Our dataset contains 11 faulty versions. We used FCLFL-Dstar to localize the multibugs. We
assume that an LFL tool is effective if one of the multibugs appears within the top K. Therefore, we can
also use metrics to evaluate the improvement caused by our approach. In the experiment, three buggy
programs were improved; for example, one of the root causes of print tokens v1 is ranked from 13 to 5,
while the remainder perform as well as Dstar. Therefore, we have reason to believe that our approach
could be used in multibug settings.
4.2.2 RQ2: How does choosing different scales of fault-context impact FCLFL?
According to the definition of fault context, the fault context of program entity ej is the set of all program
suspicious entities, except for program entity j, that appear in the failed execution. Therefore, the
number of program suspiciousness entities may influence our result. The goal of this study is to compare
the effectiveness of FCLFL-Dstar using different scales of the fault context. Le et al. [11] reported that
effective LFL tools should rank the root cause of failures within the top 10 rankings. Kochhar et al. [7]
performed an empirical study, and their results showed that more than 80% of respondents indicated
that they view a fault-localization session as successful only if it can localize bugs within the top five
positions. In our experiment, we set K as min(10, 10% · the number of BBs). To do this, we set the
following different scales of the fault context: 12 K, K, 2K, and size of (top-all). The value of K for each
faulty version is shown in Table 3. For example, program print tokens has 122 BBs, the value of K can
be computed, and the result is min(10, 122 · 10%) = 10.
Our result shows that our approach offers no improvement when we set the scale of the fault context
to 12 K. Therefore, we ignore the result obtained for the fault-context scale 12 K, and give only the results
of the other fault-context scales, which are shown in Table 4.
The results of our experiment are summarized in Table 4. We will not explain the column headers
one-by-one, as they are self-explanatory. We only note that the second column represents the number of
buggy programs for which the root cause of failures is ranked within the top X (X is K, 2K, and size
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Figure 4 (Color online) Comparison of the effectiveness of different scales for the fault context. (a) Comparison effectiveness for different scales; (b) average improvement for different scales.

of (top-all)), and for which the root fault is ranked at the top of the ranking list. For example, there are
53 programs for which the root fault BB is ranked within the top K in the fault-ranking report generated
for Dstar, and there are 12 programs for which the real fault BB is ranked at the top of the ranking list.
Obviously, it is impossible for those 12 programs to improve; thus, we ignore them. As shown in Table 4,
when the scale is 2K, we can improve 17 programs out of 43 programs (55–12=43), which indicates an
effectiveness rate of 39.5%, and the average improvement is 64.0% for those 17 programs. Similarly, when
the scale is set as K and size of (top-all), the average improvement for those improved program versions
is 61.6% and 63.5%, respectively.
As shown in Figure 4, the scale size of (top-all) is better than others, and the improvement has the
same trend for most programs. The result also confirms that our approach can improve the absolute
ranking further if an LFL can effectively locate some faults in certain programs.
4.2.3 RQ3: How does choosing different suspiciousness measurements impact FCLFL?
We also investigated whether our approach may be applied to other LFL methods aside from Dstar. We
used the same 129 faulty versions and performed the same experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of
combining our FCLFL approach with three other LFL tools: Jaccard, Tarantula, and Ochiai. In our
experiment, we first ran an LFL approach to generate a suspiciousness rank list, and we obtained the
number of buggy program versions for which the root cause of failures is ranked within the top K and
as the top one. Then, we performed the same experiment using our FCLFL, which integrates the LFL
suspiciousness metric.
The results are shown in Table 5, where (No. top K/top 1)LFL represents the number of buggy versions
for which the root fault is ranked within top K/top 1 based on the LFL method, and (No. top K/top
1)FCLFL represents the number of buggy versions for which the root fault is ranked within top K/top 1
based on our FCLFL method. We observe that our proposed FCLFL approach can be improved when
combined with either Tarantula, Jaccard, or Ochiai, similar to the case with Dstar. Let us look closer
at the data. One observation is that although our approach improves the absolute rank compared with
the LFL approach, the number of buggy program versions for which the root cause of program failures is
ranked within the top K is not noticeably improved. For instance, the number of buggy program versions
for which the real fault is ranked within the top K based on our approach combined with Dstar improved
from 51 to 53. We believe that this is because those buggy programs that rank outside the range of the
top K are not suitable for the use of the LFL approaches. Another observation is that our approach is
effective for buggy programs for which the root cause of program failures is ranked within the top K. For
instance, there are 19 buggy programs that are improved based on our approach combined with Ochiai,
with the average improvement being 60.53% for those 19 buggy programs. It should be noted that the
root causes of failure for seven buggy programs are ranked at the top of the ranking list. We confirm our
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Comparison with different suspiciousness metrics

LFL

(No. top K/top 1)LFL

(No. top K/top 1)FCLFL

Improvement number

Average improvement
63.51%

Dstar

53/12

56/19

20

Tarantul

52/12

54/17

19

60.36%

Jaccard

50/1

51/7

17

60.36%

Ochiai

55/14

58/20

19

60.53%

Figure 5

(Color online) Comparison of the effectiveness of different LFL methods for the fault context.

assumption that our proposed approach can be further improved if the root fault is ranked high in the
ranking list.
Figure 5 shows the improvement based on different fault-localization metrics. We note that a similar
effectiveness can be achieved when using different fault-localization metrics. Comparatively, FCLFLDstar is better than others.
4.2.4 RQ4: Does FCLFL complement existing LFL approaches?
FCLFL can be categorized as an LFL approach. Thus, we are interested in studying whether a direct
correlation exists among the typical LFL approaches when computing fault absolute rankings. We can
combine those four approaches to further improve the absolute rankings if the approaches do not have
a direct correlation, and our approach does not complement existing LFL approaches in the case. We
performed experiments to compare the four LFL approaches to verify whether they can further improve
each other fault absolute ranking. We used 129 faulty versions and performed the same experiment to
run the four LFL approaches and compare their fault absolute rank.
The results are shown in Figure 6, where D refers to Dstar, J refers to Jaccard, O refers to Ochiai,
and T refers to Tarantula. Although there are a few exceptions, most root faults ranked higher in one
approach while being higher in other approaches, vice versa. We can easily conclude that there exists
a direct correlation for generating absolute fault rank among the four LFLs. The results illustrate two
problems. (1) The ineffectiveness case in one LFL, and ineffectiveness in other cases. Therefore, we
cannot study an effective suspiciousness measurement to improve those ineffectiveness cases, and we
should ignore those cases that are applied in LFL approaches. (2) Simply combining LFL approaches
cannot further improve the fault absolute rank even if those root faults are ranked higher. Therefore,
FCLFL complements existing LFL approaches if an LFL approach is effective for a buggy program. We
also plot the line chart that shows the top K components that need to be checked in order to find the
root fault (x-axis) vs. the percentage of faults localized (y-axis), which is shown as Figure 7. Let us
revisit the goal of FCLFL. We combine the suspiciousness of the program entity and the suspiciousness
of its fault-context to further improve the absolute ranking for those root faults that have a higher rank.
In those buggy programs, the contained root fault ranked lower, the suspiciousness of root fault is lower,
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Figure 6 (Color online) Comparison of absolute rank between LFLs.

Figure 7
LFLs.

(Color online) Cumulative comparison for

and we cannot obtain a satisfactory result even if the suspiciousness of the fault context is higher. Hence,
our FCLFL only further improves those root faults that are ranked higher.

5
5.1

Discussion
Related works

There are many studies on LFL. Jones et al. [3] proposed Tarantula, which ranks program entities based
on the set of failed and successful executions that cover the entities. Various other suspiciousness metrics
have been proposed, such as [4,13,17,18]. Wong et al. [19] proposed an approach that applies radical basis
function (RBF) networks for fault localization. In another study, Wong et al. [20] proposed a crosstabbased statistical approach for fault localization. There exist many variations of the above methods, which
involve optimizing the test case suite [21–24] and using multiple coverage information [25, 26].
As previously mentioned, our goal is to further improve the absolute rank for buggy programs if LFL
techniques can be effectively applied to those programs. In previous works, several LFL techniques
have been combined with program analyses, and this approach could also be used to further improve the
absolute rank. Zhang et al. [27] used edge profiles to represent successful executions and failed executions,
and they contrasted them to model how each basic block contributes to failures by abstractly propagating
the infected program states to their adjacent basic blocks through control flow edges. In their model,
if a block is found to not transfer control to other successor blocks in the same CFG (as in the case
of a return statement or callback function), it is referred to as an exit block. These exit blocks can
be computed directly based on a specific metric. The authors then developed a set of linear algebraic
equations based on the suspiciousness scores of basic blocks. Based on the suspiciousness of the exit
blocks, the suspiciousness of all other basic blocks can be solved via standard mathematical techniques.
Therefore, their approach can balance each suspiciousness score among infected blocks through an inprocedural control flow. Our fault context could also be viewed as a control flow context because we only
considered program spectra. Therefore, our approach could also be used to balance each suspiciousness
score among infected blocks that are propagated through a control flow. Note that as opposed to [27],
our approach is lightweight, and may be used to balance the inter-procedural control flow.
Naish et al. [28] highlighted that failed test cases that cover fewer statements should be given more
weight, and should have more influence on the fault rank and associated varying weights with the failed
test cases. Their approach, which is similar to other LFL approaches, ignores the fault context. We can
view the approach as a variation of Dstar, and the weights of failed test cases can cause each program
entity to have different weights for n11 . Santelices et al. [26] proposed an LFL using multiple coverage
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types. Their study shows that no single coverage type performs best for all faults. In other words,
different kinds of faults are best localized based on different coverage types. Based on their results, they
proposed a new LFL that leverages the unique qualities of each coverage type by combining them. Xu
et al. [29] proposed an approach to improve the fault-localization technique based on branch-coverage
spectra. Those LFL approaches can be combined with our proposed LFL approach to further improve
the absolute rank.
Baah et al. [30] presented a linear estimation model for determining the causal effect of covering a given
statement regarding the occurrence of failures, which is intended to eliminate or reduce confounding bias,
and thereby yield a better fault-localization ranking by controlling the coverage of a statement’s forwardcontrol dependence predecessor. The statement’s forward-control dependence predecessor can also be
viewed as the statement’s context for in-procedural control flow, and the context is generated based on
the probabilistic program-dependence graph (PPDG), which is a heavyweight approach. Despite their
application of Pearl’s back-door criterion to the control-dependence graph of a program to justify the
causal inference estimator, the bias triggered by the inter-procedural control flow could not be reduced.
The results of our empirical studies confirm that many root causes in buggy programs that are ranked
higher by an LFL tool can have their absolute rank further improved by our approach. However, our
studies also indicate that some root causes cannot be improved. To explain why those root causes cannot
be improved, we checked and analyzed the relation between those root causes and program entities that
are ranked higher. There are two reasons that could affect our approach. First, the root cause and those
program entities that are ranked higher have the same execution path in their respective failed runs.
Second, those programs that involve failed runs have much greater improvements than those of the root
faults.
5.2

Threats to validity

The internal validity threat to our proposed approach mainly lies in the bias of experimenters. In our
experiments, we collected program execution traces by running instrumented programs that are manually
instrumented. Owing to the negligence of experimenters, there may be some bias, such as skipping or
misplacing some blocks in instrumented programs. The main threat to the external validity of our finding
is that our results may not be applicable to all programs. In our experiments, we used Siemens suites
as experiment subjects that have been widely studied in past studies, and there are many test suites for
each fault version. However, not many programs have a large number of practical test suites. Therefore,
we should conduct more experiments for other programs to further reduce the threat. The threats to
construct validity are mainly as follows: First, the threat lies in the suitability of our improvement
metric. We adopted the improveab as an improvement metric for the fault absolute rank. However,
other improvement metrics of the fault absolute rank should be considered. Secondly, the threat lies
in the suitability of the suspiciousness measurement. In order to reduce the threat, we compared four
suspiciousness measurements, namely Tarantula, Jaccard, Ochiai, and Dstar. Finally, the threat lies in
the definition of the effectiveness for LFL tools. In our study, we defined an LFL tool as being effective if
one of the root faults is ranked at top K (K is defined as min(10, 10% × len(program entities)) in their
rank list). To reduce the threat, we considered different scales of K. However, those definitions are all
based on the absolute rank. Other definitions for the effectiveness of LFL tools could also be considered,
and we leave the consideration of other effectiveness definitions of LFL tools for future work.

6

Conclusion

In this study, our proposed approach involved the ranking of suspicious program entities based on the
notions of suspiciousness of a program entity and the suspiciousness of its fault context. The higher the
suspiciousness of a program entity, the lower the suspiciousness of its fault context, and the higher that
the program entity will be ranked. Our experimental results show that our proposed approach is effective
with respect to improving the fault absolute rank if LFL tools can be trusted.
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There are two major directions in which we aim to continue our work. First, we plan to investigate
more empirical studies to further evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Second, this work is part of
a greater effort to develop automatic debugging approaches. The next step in our project is to build a
fault-context structure to aid in fault understanding. We believe that the fault context will help improve
the fault absolute rank and to better understand root causes of failures.
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